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Abstract—A realistic assessment of future interconnect perfor-
mance is addressed, specifically, by modeling copper (Cu) wire ef-
fective resistivity in the light of technological and reliability con-
straints. The scaling-induced rise in resistance in the future may
be significantly exacerbated due to an increase in Cu resistivity it-
self, through both electron surface scattering and diffusion bar-
rier effect. The impact of these effects on resistivity is modeled
under various technological conditions and constraints. These con-
straints include the interconnect operation temperature, the effect
of copper-diffusion barrier thickness and its deposition technology,
and the quality of interconnect/barrier interface. Reliable effective
resistivity trends are established at various tiers of interconnects,
namely, at the local, semiglobal, and global levels. Detailed impli-
cations of the effect of resistivity trends on performance are ad-
dressed in the second part of this work.

Index Terms—Copper-diffusion barrier, copper resistance,
copper resistivity, electron surface scattering, interconnect per-
formance, interconnect temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE GROWING demand for higher performance through
greater functionality in integrated circuits (ICs) has

resulted in an aggressive shrinking of devices coupled with
a continuous increase in chip size. The scaling incentive has
been further fortified by an added bonus of increased device
speeds resulting from smaller channel lengths. However, not all
trends are rendered conducive by the miniaturization paradigm.
Interconnect speed, which was formerly insignificant, is rapidly
becoming a performance bottleneck because of its tendency to
follow degrading trends with scaling [1], [2]. Longer wires due
to a larger chip size, coupled with smaller and more closely
packed interconnects (smaller pitch) is leading to a continuous
increase in resistance and capacitance, forcing longer RC
interconnect delays with each generation. Several mitigating
solutions, with varying degrees of effectiveness and penalties,
have been proposed at the physical design, circuit, and materials
level. The physical design level approach is to progressively
increase the number of wiring levels in the future. This leads
to more relaxed dimensions for longer wires at the top metal
levels. However, an excessive growth in metal levels increases
process complexity and cost. At the circuits’ level, among other
solutions, inserting periodic repeaters serves as a powerful tool
to mitigate the increase in line delays [3]. However, repeaters
have the penalty of increasing area and power consumption.
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Finally, the materials-based solution constitutes replacing
aluminum and silicon–dioxide (SiO) with copper and low di-
electric constant (low-) materials, respectively. This material
set replacement helps increase the speed of interconnects by
reducing resistance and capacitance per unit length, with Cu
having an added benefit of better electromigration properties
to handle increasing current densities. However, because these
solutions only partially solve the interconnect problem and
have penalties, they are likely to only extend the life of the
existing paradigm by a few years. It is critical to accurately
assess both the efficacy of these solutions as well as evaluate
their penalties. This assessment will help determine the need
and the required time frame for alternative solutions (such as
asynchronous timing and three-dimensional [3-D] technology)
in order to keep up with the Moore’s law.

In the past, various attempts to estimate the performance
gains arising from new solutions have been made [4]. However,
a realistic assessment on the prowess, limitations, and life
of these innovations, which accounts for technological and
reliability-induced practical constraints, has thus far not been
adequately addressed. The primary goal of this work is to
estimate the impact of both technology and certain reliability
dependent factors on interconnect resistance. The only aspect
of reliability relevant in this work is copper diffusion into
neighboring dielectric. The interconnect effective resistivity is
a critical parameter in evaluating the performance and penalties
in the light of aforementioned innovations. Falsely exaggerated
performance can be predicted using ideal Cu resistivity. Various
levels of technological achievements are assumed to evaluate
future resistivity and resistance trends. The realistic copper
resistivity is also compared with realistic aluminum resistivity
to evaluate true Cu performance advantage.

We have organized the rest of the paper as follows. In
Section II, we discuss the motivation for practical resistivity
modeling. Sections III and IV discuss the underlying theory for
such modeling and the simulation methodology, respectively,
and Section V addresses results in the form of effective copper
and aluminum resistivity trends in the future. The results are
obtained, compared and discussed for global, semiglobal as
well as local tiers. Finally, we summarize and conclude in
Section VI.

II. M OTIVATION FOR MODELING WITH PRACTICAL

CONSTRAINTS

With the advent of copper technology, there is a danger
of a simplistic, ideal, interconnect resistivity assumption of
1.7 -cm for performance and design constraint deter-
mination. Even the international technology roadmap for
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semiconductors ITRS’99 assumes the effective resistivity of
copper to be relatively constant at 2.2-cm [5] with scaling in
the future. In fact, it assumes that technological solutions will
be found to bring this value back down to about 1.8-cm after
year 2008 [5]. In reality, interconnect stacks are complex struc-
tures, and hence, lead to nontrivial resistivity values that are
not only different from simplistic room temperature values but
are highly variable depending on the dimensions, technology,
and reliability criteria. A systematic quantification, inclusive of
these practical constraints, thus becomes imperative to predict
accurate future resistivity trends.

With aggressive scaling suggested in ITRS ’99 (Fig. 1), di-
mension-dependent effects begin dramatically influencing in-
terconnect resistivity. The extent of the dimensional role in re-
sistivity is dictated by technological constraints. Among the di-
mensional effects, two that have the most impact in increasing
effective resistivity are the effects of current-carrying electrons
getting scattered from interfaces [6], [7] and grain boundaries
[8] and the fractional reduction in the copper cross-section area
owing to a nonnegligible area consumed by the highly resis-
tive diffusion barrier. The effective resistivity is defined as the
resistivity that would enable calculations assuming a consum-
mate occupation of the designated interconnect cross-section
area by copper and can be trivially used in performance/cir-
cuit/design calculations without concerns of barrier. Aforemen-
tioned effects are heavily controlled by certain technology and
reliability dictated parameters, specifically, 1) the interconnect
operation temperature, 2) the interface quality between the bar-
rier and copper, 3) minimum barrier thickness requirement, and
4) the cross sectional barrier profile in the interconnect. Inter-
connect temperature will be determined by the advances in the
low thermal resistance packaging technology and the ability to
technologically engineer a low dielectric constant material with
good heat conduction properties. Interface quality, on the other
hand, could be determined by technological factors such as pre-
deposition surface treatments [6] as well as deposition process
conditions which may dictate the extent of monolayer wetting,
consequently, the surface roughness at the interface [9]. Min-
imum barrier thickness requirement is dependent on technologi-
cally engineered, barrier integrity and reliability. This usual case
of dual-damascene integration is determined at the via level.
However, in this work, we assume this to be optimistically deter-
mined at the metal level. Finally, the barrier profile is influenced
by the choice of deposition technology. The various possibili-
ties include atomic layer deposition (ALD), collimated physical
vapor deposition (cPVD), and ionized physical vapor deposition
(IPVD).

The barrier and the surface scattering effects would become
increasingly dominant in the future. The barrier does not scale
as rapidly as the interconnect dimensions because of reliability
constraint. This will lead to a progressively larger fraction of
the cross section area being occupied by the high resistivity bar-
rier, thus, an increase in effective resistivity of the interconnect
stack. On the other hand, with dimensional shrinkage, the bulk
mean free path of electrons will become comparable to the wire
dimensions, leading to a nonnegligible scattering rate from the
interface. To compound the problem, the operational tempera-

Fig. 1. ITRS ’99 dictated dimensions for local, semiglobal and global
interconnects.

ture is also likely to rise owing to a larger chip power density
in the future. The interconnect temperature may further rise be-
cause of an increase in self-heating of interconnects [10] arising
from both a higher current density and use of poor heat con-
ducting, lower dielectric constant materials. It is instructive to
note that each of the above two effects could act uniquely/dif-
ferently on aluminum and copper and may rescind the advan-
tages of copper in the future. The remaining part of the paper
focuses on modeling above effects and establishing reliable re-
sistivity future trends as a function of different barrier deposi-
tion technologies and thickness, operational temperatures, and
barrier/copper interface quality. In modeling the electrons scat-
tering effect, grain boundary scattering is not included in this
work. It will only serve to further increase effective resistivity
and degrade interconnect performance.

III. T HEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The rapidity of increase in resistivity with dimensional
shrinking because of electron surface scattering effect depends
specifically on the interconnect operation temperature and on
the copper–barrier interface quality. Operational temperature
not only directly impacts resistivity by dictating phonon
density, thus, the electron collision probability with phonons,
it also, in so doing, dictates the relative importance of electron
collision with surface compared to bulk phonons. At a high
temperature for same dimensions, the surface scattering effect
will be less. However, the bulk resistivity would be higher.
Interface quality, on the other hand, determines resistivity by
dictating the extent of elastic collisions suffered by electrons at
the interface. Elastically scattered electrons do not contribute
to increase in resistivity since, upon collision, they conserve
momentum in the direction of the current flow. The fraction
of electrons, which suffer elastic collisions at the interface
resulting in specular scattering, is modeled by an empirical
parameter, , which varies between 0 and 1. A value of
1 does not change copper resistivity, whereasvalue of 0,
signifying complete diffuse scattering, has the most detrimental
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Fig. 2. Schematic showing electron surface scattering and the parameterP ,
used to characterize the interface quality.

Fig. 3. Schematic interconnect cross section, depicting the effect of barrier
deposition technology on profile.

effect on resistivity. This effect is schematically depicted in
Fig. 2.

The mathematical formulation governing the theory of
scattering from the surface/interface has been comprehensively
dealt with before [11]–[13], and results in the following
equation for surface scattering dependent resistivity:

(1)

Here, is the bulk resistivity at a given temperature,is
the integration variable, is the mean free path in the bulk
film at a given temperature,is the smallest film thickness, and

is the ratio of thickness to bulk mean free path ( ). As
expected, (1) indicates that is greater than 1. is a crit-
ical parameter, which brings in both dimensional and an implicit
temperature dependence. Equation (1) indicates that a smaller

value would lead to a larger surface dominated resistivity.
At higher temperatures, bulk mean free path will be smaller,
hence, will be larger, leading to a smaller value. How-
ever, is larger to begin with at higher temperatures. An inter-
esting observation with regards to a comparison between copper
and aluminum is that for materials with higher intrinsic resis-
tivity, hence, smaller mean free path, the effect of dimensional
shrinking will be subdued owing to a larger value of. Con-
sequently, copper with a smaller intrinsic resistivity would be
more heavily influenced by surface scattering than aluminum.

The barrier dictated increase in resistivity would be directly
dependent on the area occupied by it. The extent of fractional

Fig. 4. Flow chart showing the methodology used to extract the resistivity
trends for different barrier technologies, temperature, and interface
characteristics.

Fig. 5. Sample SPEEDIE profile for the year 2004 interconnect geometries
clearly showing the effect of barrier deposition technology on its profile.

area consumed by the barrier for a given interconnect dimen-
sion would be determined by both the minimum barrier thick-
ness requirement and the barrier profile. The minimum barrier
thickness will depend on the effectiveness of the barrier to stop
copper diffusion, whereas, the barrier profile will be dictated
by the barrier deposition technology. A highly conformal bar-
rier technology such as ALD, would minimize the barrier area,
whereas, less conformal PVD based technologies would require
thicker barrier at most points to ensure minimum thickness at the
least coverage points, leading to a larger cross-sectional barrier
area. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3. The less conformal tech-
nologies will become increasingly unsuitable in the future as
their ability to ensure minimum coverage on higher aspect ratio
wires will steadily deteriorate [14]. The equation governing the
barrier dictated resistivity is

(2)

Here, is the effective resistivity because of barrier,is the
bulk resistivity at a given temperature, is the area occupied
by the barrier, is the aspect ratio, and is the width of
the interconnect. Equation (2) assumes no conduction through
the barrier. This is a reasonable assumption since the barrier
resistivities can be of the order of 100s of -cm compared to
single digit copper resistivity numbers. From (2) it is obvious
that as increases, increases. As far as comparison between
copper and Aluminum is concerned, since Al does not need a
four-sided barrier, this effect would degrade Cu resistivity a lot
more.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Effect of barrier technology andP value on Cu resistivity of global
wires. Barrier thickness (BT)= 10 nm, temp.= 100 C. (a)P = 0.5 and (b)
P = 1. Al resistivity trend superimposed for differentP values.

IV. RESISTIVITY SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

Resistivity trends were evaluated using ITRS ’99 dictated
future interconnect dimensions. The calculation methodology
is depicted by means of a flow chart in Fig. 4. For estimating
the barrier effect on effective Cu resistivity, we started with
simulating barrier profile as a function of different technologies
using our process simulator Stanford Profile Emulator for
Etching and Deposition in IC Engineering (SPEEDIE) [14].
SPEEDIE is an analytical full 3-D flux calculation based
process simulator, which is capable of simulating deposition
profiles arising from diverse deposition technologies. In this
work, profiles using PVD, c-PVD, IPVD and ALD were
simulated on ITRS-dictated dimensions from year 1999 (180
nm node) to the year 2011 (50 nm node) at local, semiglobal
and global tiers. The deposition time was varied for each of
the simulated geometries until the required minimum barrier
thickness was obtained inside a given geometry. Two different
minimum thicknesses of 5 and 10 nm were used. Various

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Future Cu and Al resistivity trend for different barrier technologies. For
Cu,P = 0.5, BT= 10 nm, temp.= 100 C. (a) Local wires and (b) semiglobal
wires.

input parameters for SPEEDIE corresponding to various
deposition conditions were estimated based on the knowledge
of the physical mechanism of the processes and the literature
documented values of the parameters. For example, for all
the deposition processes, the sticking probability of neutrals
atoms (barrier material) on the surface was taken to be 1
[15], [16]. The distribution of neutrals was assumed to be
slightly more directional than isotropic and was modeled by
a cosine to the third power (cosine being perfect isotropic).
If ions were present in a process they were assumed to be
completely directional. The yield curve which quantifies the
number atoms sputtered per incoming ion was obtained using
previously done modeling [17]. The ionization fraction for
IPVD was assumed to be about 85%, which is reasonably
common in current plasma-based IPVD systems. Using the
SPEEDIE-generated barrier profiles coordinates, the actual
area consumed by the barrier was obtained for each technology
node and tier. Subsequently, (2) was used to calculate the
barrier-dictated resistivity. The last two steps were done by
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Fig. 8. Cu resistivity trends at 77 K temperature, global wires,P = 0.5, BT
= 10 nm.

using commercial numerical software package, MATLAB.
PERL script was used to interface SPEEDIE with MATLAB.
For aluminum interconnects, only a 5 nm barrier at the bottom
is considered in these simulations, as is commonly used for
aluminum texture development. The methodology used here is
independent of the barrier material as the barrier is assumed
to support no current. Also, the deposition profile is believed
to be independent of the material to the first order, because
of relatively similar deposition parameters encountered for
various barrier materials.

The surface scattering-governed resistivity (1) was numeri-
cally solved. The resistivity was evaluated forvalues varying
from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.25. Two different temperatures were
used, namely room temperature and 100C. The temperature-
dictated mean free path in copper and aluminum was used from
[6], [18]. Finally, the future resistivity trends were established
at all tiers by combining both (1) and (2) and were plotted as a
function of barrier deposition technology, barrier thickness, in-
terface quality ( value), and temperature. The effect of barrier
thickness on interface scattering was found to be negligible, i.e.,
the dimensions for surface scattering were assumed to be the di-
mensions of the interconnect, neglecting the barrier thickness.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Sample SPEEDIE profiles for a 10 nm minimum barrier
thickness, IPVD, c-PVD, PVD, and ALD on a year 2004
geometry for local and global interconnects are shown in
Fig. 5. As seen from these typical profiles, PVD and the ALD
barrier consumed the largest and the least area, respectively.
ALD technology was assumed to a give complete conformality
with a 100% step coverage. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows Cu and
Al effective resistivity for global interconnects at 100C with
various, 10 nm, barrier technologies for 0.5 and 1, re-
spectively. Fig. 7 shows similar trends for local and semiglobal
interconnects with 0.5 and a temperature of 100C. From
Figs. 6 and 7, it is seen that global wire resistivity rises most

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Cu resistivity future trends for minimum 5 nm BT, and no barrier at
100 C,P = 0.5. (a) Local wires, (b) global wires.

slowly with years. This occurs because the larger dimensions
of global wire results in both a lesser fraction of cross sec-
tional area consumption by the barrier and in lesser electron
surface scattering. Further, it is also observed that the effective
resistivity depicts least variation with the ALD deposition
technology in the future due to its conformal properties. A
very low temperature (77 K) Cu effective resistivity trend for
different barrier deposition technologies is shown in Fig. 8. The
resistivity, in general, is found to be much higher for lower
and higher temperature. Similar effective resistivity trends for
an aggressively reduced minimum barrier thickness of 5 nm at
100 C are shown in Fig. 9.

Al resistivity rises slower than Cu because of reasons
discussed earlier. This may lead to a higher copper effective
resistivity than that of aluminum in the future. The cross over,
where copper effective resistivity is higher occurs faster for
local and semiglobal interconnects. For instance, with 1
for aluminum and 0.5 for Cu, local interconnects with a
10 nm minimum thickness barrier, will exhibit a cross over in
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Effect ofP and temperature on Cu resistivity for ALD barrier
deposition technology; BT= 10 nm, (a) global wires and (b) semiglobal wires.

2009 with ALD barrier. With less conformal barrier deposition
technologies, this cross over can occur as early as year 2004
(Fig. 7). Even with the best barrier deposition technology of
ALD, under conservative operation temperatures of 100C
and for a reasonable coppervalue of approximately 0.5 [7],
in year 2011, the effective resistivity rises to 2.9, 3.45, and
3.95 -cm, for global, semiglobal, and local interconnects,
respectively (Fig. 10). The large increase in resistivity with
temperature is quantified in Fig. 10, which depicts resistivity
versus year at room temperature and at 100C. Since in the
future, the exact temperature of the interconnects would highly
depend on the thermal conductivity of the packaging and the
low dielectric constant materials, these technologies can play a
pivotal role in dictating performance.

The resistance per unit length was evaluated by dividing
the effective resistivity by the appropriate roadmap-suggested
cross-section area. Since the concept of effective resistivity
already considers the barrier, it enabled us to use the afore-
mentioned simple division. Fig. 11 shows the resistance
per unit length under different scenarios for semiglobal and

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Cu wire resistance per unit length for ALD barrier under different
P and BT. Temp.= 100 C, (a) global interconnects and (b) semiglobal
interconnects.

global interconnects. As expected, semiglobal lines suffer a
larger impact. However, impact on global wires, which are
of most significance from delay perspective, was substantial
as well. For global wires, starting from the year 1999 (180
nm technology node), values of30 /mm, resistance per
unit length value reaches528 /mm in year 2011 (50 nm
technology node) under a realistic scenario. This scenario takes
a value of 0.5, temperature of 100C and uses the best
available, ALD, technology with barrier thickness (BT) of 10
nm. In comparison, the ideal resistivity of 1.7 -cm, yielded
an underestimated resistance per unit length value of310

/mm in year 2011. Table I shows the impact of technology
on resistance per unit length values for global, semiglobal and
local wires in year 2011 and 2014. It only depicts a subset
of possible scenarios originating from practical constraints.
In Table I the wire temperature of 100C and the barrier
deposition technology of ALD was assumed. It seems likely
that ALD barrier technology would be fully commercial by
that time. If a different technology is used the resistance values
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TABLE I
INTERCONNECTRESISTANCE PERUNIT LENGTH AT 100 C WITH ALD BARRIER AT FUTURE TECHNOLOGY NODES

would be much higher consistent with the resistivity trends. It is
obvious from Table I that in comparison with a nominal barrier
thickness of 10 nm and 0.5, a barrierless technology
with a value of 0.5 would give a much bigger resistance
improvement as apposed to an interface with 1 with a 10
nm barrier thickness.

VI. SUMMARY

In this work, we have modeled resistivity of copper inter-
connects and described how it will vary as the interconnect
dimensions are aggressively scaled in the future. In particular,
the modeling is done in the light of technology and reliability
governed barrier and the surface scattering effects, which will
become progressively dominant and negatively impact the
effective copper resistivity in the future. The technological
and reliability constraints considered in this work are barrier
thickness, barrier profile, interconnect operation temperature,
and the barrier–copper interface quality. The resistivity trends
are obtained at all three tiers of interconnects, and comparisons
are made with aluminum interconnects. Resistance per unit
length values, at the 35 nm technology node, using reasonable
technological constraints, were found to be 90%, 145%, and
192% greater than that obtained using ideal copper resistivity
for global, semiglobal and local wires, respectively. These
trends will further degrade at higher temperatures. Although
a temperature of 100C is assumed for the aforementioned
values, the interconnect temperature in the future could be
higher. Electron scattering through grain boundaries, although
not considered in this work, will further increase interconnect
resistance. A barrierless technology is found to improve
effective copper resistivity more significantly as opposed to
improvement obtained by developing an interface with 1.
The resistance per unit length is found to be much worse for
any barrier deposition technology less conformal than ALD.
It is also shown that because these effects are less dominant
in aluminum, at some point copper-effective resistivity will
become higher than that of aluminum. This crossover will
happen faster for smaller dimensioned local and semiglobal
wires.
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